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Abstract 
  

This study of English as a second language (ESL) reading textbooks investigates 
cohesion in reading passages from 27 textbooks. The guiding research questions were 
whether and how cohesion differs across textbooks written for beginning, intermediate, 
and advanced second language readers. Using a computational tool called Coh-Metrix, 
textual features were compared across the three levels using Multivariate Analysis of 
Variance (MANOVA). The results indicated that some features of cohesion yielded 
significant variation, but with small effect sizes. The majority of cohesion features 
considered were not different across the textbook levels. Larger effect sizes were found 
with factors like length, readability and lexical or syntactic complexity. 
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In language classrooms, teachers, students, and learning materials provide second language (L2) 
learners with input to scaffold language development. Research has focused on the first two 
contributors, teachers and students, by investigating effectiveness of teaching methods or 
teachers’ decision-making and by exploring students’ language proficiency and individual 
characteristics, such as age, cognitive style, affect, or first language (L1). The third element, 
learning materials, has received less empirical attention despite its pervasiveness in school-based 
language learning.  
 
The writing and publishing of English as a second language (ESL) textbooks impacts teachers 
and students, which raises the question of what guides the development of textbook content such 
as reading passages to meet the needs of the classroom. Several likely sources are (a) material 
writers’ “craft knowledge” (Dubin, 1995, p. 15) and intuition (Crossely, Allen, & McNamara, 
2011, 2012), (b) readability indices, which measure text difficulty usually through sentence and 
word length, (c) structural approaches based on graded word lists and grammatical structures 
(Allen, 2009), and (d) theory and research on L2 learning. Having a deeper research base on the 
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linguistic characteristics of language learning materials may lead to textbooks that support 
learners and teachers more soundly. With this goal in mind, our study investigates the nature of 
reading passages in ESL textbooks. 
 
Second language reading has solid footing in language learning, especially as it facilitates 
academic literacy acquisition, yielding vast numbers of published ESL reading textbooks. In 
these textbooks, reading passages are a staple for practice and input. Crandall (1995) states, “the 
single most important decision you [textbook writers] will make in developing a reading 
textbook is the choice of [a reading] text or topic” (p. 84). This choice is influenced by difficulty, 
particularly when distinguishing beginning, intermediate, and advanced reading level textbooks. 
Since textbooks are marketed as suitable for specific proficiency levels, differentiating them is 
critical. To modify difficulty, writers design passages with such factors in mind as grammatical 
structures, lexical sophistication, and length (Crossely, Allen, & McNamara, 2011, 2012; 
Crossley, Greenfield, & McNamara, 2008), as well as selecting topics to pique students’ interest 
(Crandall, 1995). However, research has shown that other factors, such as cohesion, interact with 
L2 readers’ comprehension (Grabe, 2009). This feature of discourse is critical for readers to 
make both local and global connections across ideas, clauses, and words in a text (McNamara, 
Louwerse, & Graesser, 2002). Our study focuses on the differentiation of cohesion in reading 
passages across textbook levels. 
 
 
Literature Review 
 
To frame this study, three areas of literature will be reviewed: (a) relevant research on L2 
reading at different proficiency levels, (b) the textual feature at the center of our study, cohesion, 
and (c) research on cohesion in language learning materials. 
 
L2 reading proficiency levels: What distinguishes beginning, intermediate, and advanced? 
 
Reading researchers underscore the importance of L2 proficiency as a dominant source of 
variance in reading performance (Alderson, 1984, 2000; Alderson & Urquhart, 1984; Bernhardt, 
1991, 2011; Carrell, 1991; Clarke, 1980; Grabe, 1991; Taillefer, 1996; Usó-Juan, 2006). 
Research has shown that low proficiency readers are heavily involved at the word level rather 
than with discourse level processing in comparison to higher proficiency readers, and, at the 
same time, they are less accurate in word recognition (Koda, 2004). Such issues contribute to a 
slower reading rate for low proficiency readers in comparison to higher proficiency readers.  
In addition to word and discourse level processing, L2 readers also use semantic processing to 
integrate lexical and contextual information. Previous L2 text processing research (Alptekin & 
Erçetin, 2010; Horiba, 1996, 2000; Nassaji, 2003; Taillefer, 1996), which examined the 
performance of L2 readers in different proficiency levels (Nassaji, 2003; Taillefer, 1996) or 
compared L1 and L2 reading performance (Alptekin & Erçetin, 2010; Horiba, 1996, 2000), have 
shown that L2 readers draw heavily on their linguistic ability to extract meaning from various L2 
texts, initially parsing text into smaller units such as words, phrases, and clauses, based on 
lexical and syntactic information available and then incrementally integrating them into the 
larger discourse context. Even when the learners become more proficient, reliance on textual and 
linguistic processes (e.g., lexical decoding, syntactic parsing, co-referencing) does not decrease 
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(Taillefer, 1996), but more proficient readers have the ability to shift attention to more abstract, 
conceptual ideas and make better use of background knowledge, using only as much textual 
information as needed for confirming and predicting the information in the text (Nassaji, 2003; 
Taillefer, 1996).  
 
Based on their research, Alptekin and Erçetin (2010) concluded that literal understanding of text 
was essentially dependent on the level of language proficiency and surface readability features 
(e.g., syntactic parsing). However, highly proficient L2 users made use of high level automatic 
processing in integrating propositional units through the use of co-references, logical 
implications and cause-and-effect relationships. The research on proficiency and reading level 
has presented a multifaceted picture of the relationship between the processes of reading and 
readers’ L2 proficiency. However, less is known about specifics of processing connections in 
text and how this interacts with proficiency.  
 
Cohesion in L2 reading  
 
Texts provided to L2 readers are not just a sequential display of isolated words and sentences but 
are connected syntactically, lexically, and semantically. Therefore, L2 readers need the ability to 
understand relationships among text elements, which are signaled both explicitly and implicitly 
through two discourse features—coherence and cohesion. McNamara, Louwerse and Graesser 
(2002) distinguish coherence and cohesion, explaining that the latter is “grounded in explicit 
linguistic elements (i.e., words, features, cues, signals, and constituents) and their combinations” 
(p. 11) while coherence lies in the interplay between text cohesion and the reader, which builds 
the reader’s “mental model” of the text. Coherence is challenging to study as it is greatly affected 
by reader interpretation, which cannot be captured by only studying the text. In contrast, 
cohesion is found in the use of devices in the text such as connecting words or repeated word 
stems.  
 
Scholars have provided a number of taxonomies for cohesion, which share some common 
categories. For example, Halliday and Hasan (1976) described two major categories of cohesive 
devices: grammatical and lexical. Grammatical cohesion includes anaphor reference (e.g., 
pronouns used to refer back to earlier noun phrases), substitution, and conjunctions. Lexical 
cohesion is captured when the same or related items appear within or across sentences. Louwerse 
(2002) provides several planes on which to consider different types of cohesion. The first, similar 
to Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Kintsch (1995), delineates grammatically driven and lexically 
driven cohesion. Another approach is to view cohesion as made locally, between adjacent 
clauses as well as globally, between groups of clauses. Thirdly, he suggests distinguishing 
sources of cohesion, such as conjunctions that are additive, temporal, or causal. 
 
A critical issue with cohesion is how readers process the different approaches to comprehend 
texts. Louwerse (2002) provides parameters to study this issue by synthesizing earlier 
taxonomies. He presents three parameters of cohesion processing research: (a) type (causal, 
temporal, and additive), (b) polarity (positive and negative), and (c) direction (forward, bi-
directional, and backward). Type refers to the relationship being illuminated by cohesion, for 
example an additive cohesive marker would be “in addition” or “and.” The polarity refers to the 
agreement or contrast between the ideas being connected, “however” could be considered 
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negative, while “moreover” would indicate positive cohesion. Directionality is whether the 
cohesion marker is connected to ideas to come or to ideas already introduced in a text. In a series 
of two studies using eye tracking and reading rate, Lowerse found that L1 readers’ cognitive 
processing rates were not occurring quite as he predicted for type and polarity. For some texts, 
additive cohesion processing was faster than causal, but the reverse was true with other texts. In 
Lowerse’s eye tracking study, polarity was not processed at different rates, but in his reading rate 
study, negative cohesion was processed faster.  
 
A number of studies have investigated L1 and L2 readers’ awareness of cohesion in relation to 
text comprehension. This research suggests that individual differences exist in the ability to use 
connective devices such as coreferentials (e.g., a noun in one sentence that refers to a noun in 
another sentence) (Degand, Lefvére, & Bestgen, 1999) and logical connectors (e.g., and, but, 
then) (Degand & Sanders, 2002; Geva, 1992; Ozono & Ito, 2003). In a study of cohesion and 
comprehension, Degand and Sanders (2002) focused on one group of cohesive markers–causal 
connectives (words such as because, so, consequently)–and their impact on L1 and L2 readers of 
Dutch and French. Their results indicated that the reading comprehension of both groups 
benefitted from these causal markers.  
 
Horiba (2000) compared reading processes of native and non-native English speakers using think 
aloud and recall protocols. Related to Louwerse’s (2002) parameter of directionality, native 
speakers were found to use backward inferencing more, while non-native readers read texts 
similarly whether reading freely or when asked to focus on cohesion. Jonz (1987) conducted a 
study with L1 and L2 readers using two cloze test instruments, one with fixed ratio deletion and 
the other with cohesion-based deletion. The results revealed little difference between the two 
groups on the more common fixed ratio deletion, which is often used in testing reading ability. 
However, the cohesion-based cloze test was harder for the nonnative readers. Jonz suggests that 
language proficiency affects how readers recognize and utilize cohesive devices. He reflected 
that nonnative readers were more text bound thus relied more on cohesion markers.  
 
Bilki (2014) conducted a qualitative study examining how highly proficient L2 readers construct 
meaning representations in low-cohesive and high-cohesive texts. The results revealed 
differences between the readers’ meaning representation processes at the local and global levels 
of processing of the high- and low-cohesive text. These differences were most apparent in texts 
with low text cohesion. The low cohesive text allowed the readers to conduct more elaborative 
processing compared to their performance with the high cohesive one. All readers in the study 
processed explicit logical relationships constructed within sentences, mostly contrastive and 
causal links, but according to the readers’ perception, these relationships were not sufficient 
components for meaning construction over the whole text. 
 
Research has shown that language proficiency greatly impacts L2 reading, which explains the 
focus on grammar and vocabulary in materials development. However, discourse and processing 
features, such as cohesion, are part of the current theory of communicative competence, namely 
discourse competence (Canale & Swain, 1980) and are recognized for their role in reading (Koda, 
2004). Therefore, we argue that cohesion across textbook levels should be given consideration in 
materials development and textbook writing to enhance the discussions of cohesion in text 
simplification, adaption, and readability (Bilki, 2014; Crossley, Allen, & McNamara, 2011, 2012; 
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Crossley, Greenfield, & McNamara, 2008; Simensen, 1987; Young, 1999).  
 
Cohesion in language textbooks 
 
A series of studies have investigated discourse features related to cohesion in ESL textbooks. 
Researchers have compared authentic and simplified ESL texts in beginning (Crossley, 
Louwerse, McCarthy, & McNamara, 2007) and intermediate levels (Crossley & McNamara, 
2008) to see how their linguistic structures differed. In the first study, 105 beginning level texts 
were analyzed for linguistic structures using Coh-Metrix, a computational tool that measures text 
features such as cohesive relations, lexical familiarity, length, readability, etc. The second study, 
a replication and extension of the first, used 224 intermediate level texts, and analyzed the same 
features, comparing simplified and authentic texts to see if common assumptions about their 
differences could be substantiated. Although they characterized the linguistic features of these 
two kinds of texts, they did not compare the two textbook levels. The authors noticed some 
variation in the linguistic features that suggested level played a role, but it was not the focus of 
their studies.   
 
In our study, we follow a process somewhat similar to Crossely et al. (2007) and Crossley and 
McNamara (2008), using Coh-Metrix to measure linguistic features of textbooks. We draw on 
reading passages from textbooks to target the actual source of ESL materials used in classes. 
When developing textbooks, materials writers have a sense of what is appropriate at beginning, 
intermediate, and advanced levels—an intuitive text level schema (Crossely, Allen, & 
McNamara, 2012). To uncover whether cohesion is part of this inferred formula, we studied the 
content of published in-use ESL reading textbooks for variation in cohesion features. Our main 
research interest was how cohesion varies across the three levels of textbooks: beginning, 
intermediate, and advanced.  
 
 
Methods 
 
To investigate this topic, a textual analysis was conducted by sampling reading passages from 
beginning, intermediate, and advanced ESL reading textbooks. Since Halliday and Hasan’s 
landmark book (1976), researchers have detailed features of cohesion. However, a computational 
tool used to study text, Coh-Metrix, has provided researchers with the means to comprehensively 
answer many questions in the area of linguistic features and L2 literacy. In our study, passages 
were run in Coh-Metrix to produce measures for a range of discourse features related to cohesion, 
which were then compared across levels to reveal significant differences and effect sizes.  
 
Text selection 
 
A total of 162 ESL reading passages were selected from 27 college level ESL textbooks. These 
passages were categorized into three proficiency levels—beginning, intermediate and 
advanced—based on the designation by the textbook publishers (see Table 1 for textbook titles 
and levels and Appendix A for full bibliographic information). The textbooks were selected from 
a university ESL program’s library and frequently used in the program’s reading courses. 
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Table 1. Textbook titles and levels 

Beginning Intermediate Advanced 
Facts and Figures Cause and Effect Global Outlook 2 
Quest 1 Quest 2 Quest 3 
For Your Information Tapestry 2 Tapestry 3 
Theme for Today Insights for Today Issues for Today 
Amazing Stories 1 Amazing Stories 2 Amazing Stories 3 
Reading Advantage 1 Reading Advantage 2 Reading Advantage 3 
Weaving it Together 1 Weaving it Together 2 Weaving it Together 3 
Reading Explorer 1 Reading for a Reason Reader's Choice 
Password 1 Reading Matters Password 3 

 
Six reading passages were scanned from each textbook, providing 54 samples at each level. 
Information regarding these passages was recorded in a database. First of all, each passage 
location was tracked based on where it appeared in the text: the first, second, and final third of 
each textbook. Because of the exploratory nature of this study, we believed it was necessary to 
sample evenly within texts for breadth, and choose passages equally across the textbooks. 
However, reading passages within a textbook may become progressively more difficult 
linguistically, which may impact the differences being sought between levels.  
 
Secondly, we recorded whether the passages were from authentic sources, adapted from 
authentic sources or written by the textbooks’ authors. Table 2 details the number of readings in 
these three categories across the three levels, which shows a much higher number of authentic 
readings in the advanced level sample than the other levels. Authenticity was determined by 
checking source citations in textbooks for each reading passage selected. The passages that 
included a citation, footnote, or acknowledgment regarding an outside source for the passage 
were considered authentic or adapted. Passages with no indication of an original source outside 
of the textbook were considered non-authentic.  
 

       Table 2. Origin of readings 
  Beginning Intermediate Advanced Total 
Authentic 6 5 22 33 
Adapted 10 5 2 17 
Written for textbook 38 44 39 112 

 
While location and origin varied, we tried to minimize differences in topic and genre. The topics 
for the reading passages were typical for adult ESL learners, such as general readings in social 
science, science, and history as well as topics about daily life. In terms of genre, the selected 
passages were expository and did not include biographies, stories, letters, or poems. Using 
expository passages may have resulted in the high number of texts written by textbook authors in 
contrast to authentic texts. Table 3 describes the details of the reading passage sample. 
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                        Table 3. Corpus information 
  Beginning Intermediate Advanced 
Number of textbooks 9 9 9 
Number of passages 54 54 54 
Mean number of words 306.24 559.8 824.48 
SD 94.33 246.18 376.25 
Total words in corpus 16537 30229 44522 

 
Variable selection and analysis 
 
The main purpose of our study was to explore whether important elements of cohesion differ in 
ESL reading passages across the three textbook levels. Textual features were measured using the 
Coh-Metrix program. The 162 passages were run in Coh-Metrix 2.0 (www.cohmetrix.com), then 
56 variables were selected, which were determined to be salient discourse features related to 
cohesion or were features that measured descriptive qualities of the texts, which contribute to 
textual differences across the levels. We used an approach that “cast a wide net” because the 
study was exploratory, seeking to find what features of the reading passages were significant. 
Although our focus was on cohesion, if the cohesion measures did not reveal differences across 
levels, it was important to determine what features were. We ran Multivariate Analysis of 
Variance (MANOVA) for all 56 variables from Coh-Metrix (see Appendix B for the full list of 
cohesion-related variables) and the three textbook levels, and then inspected the resulting F-
values, significance, and effect sizes.   
 
For full descriptions of these measures see the weblink listed above for Coh-Metrix. For a 
number of variables in Coh-Metrix, the output reports the density of textual features using 
incidence, ratio or proportion (Graesser et al., 2004). Incidence scores indicate the number of 
occurrences per 1,000 words. Ratios or proportions are used when one text feature is compared 
with another, for example “causal cohesion” is the ratio of causal verbs to causal particles. 
Averages are another measure used in Coh-Metrix, such as with the Latent Semantic Analysis 
(LSA) measure.  
 
From this screening, we found 24 significant variables, 19 of which had a large effect size1. We 
ran correlations of the 24 to see if they were highly related, using a cut off of r = .70 to define a 
strong relationship between variables (Field, 2009). We found four variable groupings that held 
correlations that exceeded this. We selected the variable with the largest effect size from the 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to represent each group.  
 
After following this process, 18 focus variables were left, which are listed in Table 4. These 
remaining variables were categorized by type: referential cohesion, connectives, situation model, 
syntactic complexity, descriptive, word information, and readability. Several of these relate 
directly to cohesion (referential cohesion, connectives, situation model), while other relate 
somewhat (syntactic complexity & pattern density) or are simply features that could be described 
as measuring the length and difficulty of a text (descriptive, word information, readability). We 
                                                
1	  Large effect sizes were those larger than 0.138 (η2 > .138; Cohen, 1988). We used Cohen’s classification of effect 
sizes (1988) to select variables with large effect sizes; since this study was exploratory, this less conservative cut off 
was deemed appropriate.  
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included these latter two groups with the possibility that they may likely distinguish these levels. 
Their inclusion allows our discussion of textbook differences to consider factors other than 
cohesion that are more likely to be used by textbook authors, in the case that cohesion is not a 
strong determinant of level. However, our main focus remained on cohesion while the other 
factors are supplemental.  
 
      Table 4. Variables included in final study 

Coh-Metrix Variable Description 
Referential cohesion: portion 
of content words that overlap 
between adjacent sentences 

Referential cohesion refers to the overlap in explicit content 
words between adjacent sentences, or between all of the 
sentences in a text 

Connectives: Incidence of 
negative causal connectives 

Connectives are cohesive links between ideas and clauses in a 
text such as negative and positive causal connectives (because, 
so, although), logical (and, or), and contrastive connectives 
(although, whereas). 

 
Situation Model: Causal 
cohesion -- Ratio of causal 
particles to causal verbs; 
Incidence of causal verbs and 
particles; Incidence of 
intentional action, events, and 
particles; Temporal cohesion -
-Tense and aspect repetition   

 
Situation model is described as the features that are present in 
the reader's mental representation of a text (Kintsch, 1998; 
Graesser & McNamara, 2011). Causation, intentionality, and 
temporality are three important dimensions of the situation 
model; and their contents including intentional cohesion 
particles (e.g., in order to, so that) and causal particles (e.g., 
because, so) are used to measure causal and intentional cohesion 
level of a text. 

 
Syntactic similarity: Sentence 
syntax similarity all across 
paragraphs 

 
Refers to the type of syntactic structures used and the repetition 
of similar patterns. For example, some lower level texts only use 
simple sentences that follow a simple syntactic pattern (actor-
action-object) 

 
Syntactic Complexity: Mean 
number of modifiers per noun 
phrase; Noun phrase incidence 
score  

 
Syntactic complexity refers to syntactic composition of 
sentences or paragraphs in a text, for example, some sentences 
in a text are short and have few if any embedded clauses. It 
tends to be easier to process a text when there are shorter 
sentences, few words before the main verb of the main clause, 
and few words per noun-phrase. 

 
Descriptive indices: Average 
words per sentence; Number 
of words 

 
Descriptive indices are main descriptive features of a text used 
to interpret patterns of textual data such as number of words in a 
text and average words per sentences.    

 
Word information: Average 
word ferquency for all words; 
Average minimum word 
frequency in sentences; 
Personal proun incidence 
score; Concreteness in 
sentences for content words; 
Concreteness in the text for 

 
Word information refers to the idea that each word in a text is 
assigned to a syntactic part-of-speech category including content 
words (e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) and function 
words (e.g., prepositions, pronouns). Coh-Metrix assigns only 
one part-of-speech category to each word on the basis of its 
syntactic context, computes word frequency scores and also 
provides an index of how concrete a word is in a text.  
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content words 
 
Readability: Flesch Kincaid 
Grade Level; Flesch Reading 
Ease Score 

 
Readability is a method of assessing texts on difficulty 
consisting of various readability formulas. Reading ease score is 
a number from 0 to 100, with a higher score indicating easier 
reading. Reading grade levels range from 0 to 12. The higher the 
number, the harder it is to read the text.  

 
To conduct the main comparison analysis, descriptive statistics were completed, and then 
MANOVA was run to see how the 18 features collectively related to textbook level. ANOVA 
tests provided further information about the 18 individual variables across levels. Since this 
number of ANOVA tests is fairly high, we used a Bonferroni adjustment (.05/10) to designate 
significance at p < .005 in order to protect from Type I errors. Lastly, pair-wise comparisons 
using Tukey HSD (honest significant difference) and Tamhane’s T2 allowed us to delve into the 
differences between each level. Tamhane test was used for post hoc testing only with variables 
that did not meet the variance assumption.  
 
 
Results 
 
Sample means and standard deviations (descriptive statistics) for all textual variables as 
measured for each textbook level are listed in Appendix C.  
 
MANOVA was used to examine the difference in the large effect size variables across reading 
passages from three textbook levels: beginning, intermediate and advanced. Results indicated 
that the combined variables resulted in a significant main effect for text level (F(36, 284) = 6.59, 
Wilks’s lambda 1 ( ) = .310, partial η2 = .455, p < .05) with a large effect size. In this section, we 
will first describe the ANOVA results for features most directly related to cohesion followed by 
other textual features likely to distinguish text levels. Lastly, we will summarize which features 
increased or decreased across textbook level, and, the comparative order of the variables related 
to effect sizes. 
 
Cohesion features and text level 
 
A significant difference was observed between textbook level with regard to proportions of 
content words that overlap between adjacent sentences, (F(2, 159) = 8.18; p < .05; partial η2 

= .09), which we categorized as referential cohesion. The follow-up Tamhane test indicated that 
this feature increased from the beginning level to the intermediate and advanced level but was 
not significantly different between intermediate and advanced level texts. 
 
For the second kind of cohesion, connectives, a statistically significant effect was found with 
incidence of negative casual connectives (F(2, 159) = 11.73; p < .05; partial η2 = .13). The 
follow-up Tamhane test indicated that negative causal connectives were statistically different 
between beginning and intermediate level, and beginning and advanced level texts, but not 
between the intermediate and advanced level texts. The intermediate and advanced level 
textbooks had significantly higher number of negative causal connectives than the beginning 
level textbooks.  
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Textbook level was also statistically significant for all four situation-model features, ratio of 
causal particles to causal verbs (F(2, 159) = 13.37; p < .05; partial η2 = .14), incidence of causal 
verbs and particles (F(2, 159) = 12.49; p < .05; partial η2 = .14), incidence of intentional action 
events and particles (F(2, 159) = 25.59; p < .05; partial η2 = .24), and mean of tense and aspect 
repetition scores (F(2, 159) = 5.61; p < .05; partial η2 = .07). The follow-up Tukey HSD revealed 
that the ratio of causal particles to causal verbs and the incidence of causal verbs, links and 
particles were statistically different between beginning level and the other two higher level texts. 
The ratio of causal particles to causal verbs increased from the beginning level to intermediate 
and advanced level, but incidence score for causal verbs, links and particles decreased from 
beginning to intermediate and advanced, indicating that the beginning level texts have higher 
number of causal features. The follow-up test, Tukey HSD, indicated that the variable “mean of 
tense and aspect repetition” was only significant between the beginning level texts and advanced 
level texts and decreased from the lower level to the advanced level. Despite the lack of a 
significant difference between intermediate and advanced level texts, both beginning and 
intermediate texts’ mean scores were lower than the advanced texts. The follow-up Tamhane test 
indicated that the incidence of intentional actions, events, and particles decreased significantly 
from the beginning level to the intermediate level and to the advanced level. In sum, based on the 
causal cohesion analysis in our study, advanced level texts had a higher ratio of causal particles 
to causal verbs, which indicated that these texts showed less causal cohesion than beginning 
level texts. Higher ratio results from the texts having many causal verbs, but few causal particles.  
 
As mentioned in the methods section, a large set of Coh-Metrix variables were run in the initial 
stage of the study, 24 of which can be considered directly related to cohesion (see Appendix B 
for full list). Only six held statistically significant differences across textbook levels. Four of 
these were cohesion features related to situation model construction. For two other categories of 
cohesion, referential cohesion and connectives, only one of the features was significant. None of 
the measures of LSA yielded differences across textbook level. Given that cohesion only 
differentiated textbook levels with a few significant features, our results include other textual 
features that were found to have significant differences with meaningful effects.  
 
Other features and text level 
 
A significant difference was found for syntactic complexity features as well as sentence syntax 
similarity all across paragraphs (F(2, 159) = 57.79; p < .05; partial η2 = .42), mean number of 
modifiers per noun phrase (F(2, 159) = 8.90; p < .05; partial η2 = .10) and noun phrase incidence 
score (F(2, 159) = 44.15; p < .05; partial η2 = .36). Beginning and intermediate texts were not 
significantly different from each other in terms of the mean number of modifiers before noun 
phrase, but both were significantly lower than the advanced texts. Noun phrase incidence score 
was significantly different across all three levels, decreasing from the lower level texts to higher 
level ones. The follow-up Tamhane test indicated that sentence syntax similarity across all 
paragraphs decreased significantly across the three levels. 
 
Statistical significance was also found with descriptive features: average words per sentences 
(F(2, 159) = 80.47; p < .05; partial η2 = .50) and number of words in the text (F(2, 159) = 50.59; 
p < .05; partial η2 = .39). The follow-up test, Tukey HSD, indicated that the descriptive feature, 
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average number of words per sentences, was statistically different across all three levels, 
revealing an increase from the beginning to the advanced level texts. The follow-up Tamhane 
test indicated that there was also a significant increase in number of words from the beginning to 
the advanced level texts.  
 
Four of five word information features revealed significant differences: concreteness in 
sentences for content words (F(2, 159) = 14.95; p < .05; partial η2 = .16), concreteness in the text 
for content words (F(2, 159) = 12.66; p < .05; partial η2 = .14), average word frequency for all 
words (F(2, 159) = 14.76; p < .05; partial η2 = .16), and personal pronoun incidence score (F(2, 
159) = 7.26; p < .05; partial η2 = .08). Only the average minimum word frequency-in-sentence 
was non-significant (F(2, 159) = .622; p < .05; partial η2 = .01). The follow-up Tukey HSD 
indicated that the concreteness of content words and average word frequency for all words, 
decreased significantly from the beginning level to the intermediate level and to the advanced 
level. The follow-up Tamhane indicated that concreteness in sentences in beginning level texts 
was significantly higher than both intermediate and advanced texts. No significance difference 
was found between intermediate and advanced level texts. The follow-up Tukey HSD indicated 
that personal pronoun incidence score decreased significantly from the beginning level texts to 
advanced level texts, but no significant difference was found between beginning and 
intermediate levels and intermediate and advanced levels.  
 
A statistically significant effect was observed in textual readability features, including reading 
level (Flesch Kincaid Grade Level) (F(2, 159) = 78.53; p < .05; partial η2 = .50) and reading ease 
(Flesch Reading Ease Score) (F(2, 159) = 50.38; p < .05; partial η2 = .39). The follow-up test, 
Tukey HSD, indicated that both readability measures were statistically significantly different 
across all three textbook levels. While reading level increased with textbook level from 
beginning to advanced, reading ease decreased.  
 
Accuracy of the model (Discriminant Function Analysis) 
 
ANOVA results summarized which textual features increased or decreased across textbook level, 
and the comparative order of the variables related to effect sizes. To demonstrate how predictive 
our analysis is, we conducted a discriminant function analysis (DFA). DFA is a statistical 
procedure that is able to predict how many dimensions we would need to express the relationship 
between a group of independent variables (the significant Coh-Metrix variables) and the one 
categorical variable (the level of the reading texts). Using this relationship, we aimed to predict a 
classification based on the Coh-Metrix variables and assess how well these variables separate the 
text levels in the classification. First, we generated a discriminant function using the entire 
original set to predict group membership. Then, we used this discriminant function analysis 
model to predict group membership of the reading texts using repeated cross-validation. We 
conducted “Leave-one-out” classification option, which provides a cross-validated component of 
the classification results. Then, we compared the results of the discriminant analysis in both the 
original set (original texts) and the cross-validation set (the predicted texts) to see if these results 
were all statistically significant, which supports the predictions of the analysis.  
 
Table 5 shows the correspondence between the original texts and the predictions (cross-validated 
data) made by the discriminant function analysis. The results demonstrate that 72.2% of reading 
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texts were correctly classified into “beginning” “intermediate” and “advanced” levels in the 
analysis sample (df = 10, n = 162) µ 2 = 168.129, p < .001). For the cross-validated set, 71.0% of 
reading texts were correctly classified. Maximum chance for these analyses is 33.3%; therefore, 
our model accuracy rate of 71.0% exceeds this standard. According to our structure matrix 
results in DFA, all 16 significant Coh-Metrix variables except proportion of content words that 
overlap between adjacent sentences2, are important variables that discriminate between three text 
levels. 
 
                                       Table 5. Predicted text level vs. original text level results  
                                       from original and cross-validated set 

Original text level Predicted text level 

 
Beginning Intermediate Advanced 

Original count 
   Beginning 43 11 0 

Intermediate 9 36 9 
Advanced 0 16 38 

 
% 

  Beginning 79.6 20.4 0 
Intermediate 16.7 66.7 16.7 
Advanced 0 29.6 70.4 

    Cross-validated count 
  Beginning 43 11 0 

Intermediate 9 35 10 
Advanced 0 17 37 

 
% 

  Beginning 79.6 20.4 0 
Intermediate 16.7 64.8 18.5 
Advanced 0 31.5 68.5 

 
Summary 
 
Results of the study have demonstrated significant differences in textual features across reading 
passages in beginning, intermediate, and advanced textbook levels including six features directly 
related to cohesion. Ten features decreased from lower level texts to higher level texts, while 
eight features increased across levels (see Table 6). The close examination of each textual 
feature's effect across texts revealed significant differences between levels, particularly between 
beginning and two higher level texts, intermediate and advanced.  

                                                
2 We ran both normal and stepwise DFA for our data. According to the structure matrix results coming from the 
stepwise run, proportion of content words that overlap between adjacent sentences, is less important across levels, 
but the normal run reveals that the concreteness minimum in sentences for content words is less important (which 
means that it stays under the cut of point 0.30). Stepwise confirms our results that this feature increased from the 
beginning level to the intermediate and advanced level but was not significantly different between intermediate and 
advanced level texts. 
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                Table 6. Significant differences across text levels (I: Increased, D: Decreased, NSD: No  
                significant difference) 

    Beginning-
Intermediate 

Beginning-
Advanced 

Intermediate-
Advanced 

Readability 
features 

Reading level I I I 

 Reading ease D D D 
 
Descriptive 
features 

 
Average words per 
sentences 

 
I 

 
I 

 
I 

 Number of words I I I 
 
Word 
information 

 
Concreteness of content 
words 

 
D 

 
D 

 
D 

 Average word frequency 
for all words 

D D D 

 Concreteness in sentences D D NSD 

 Personal pronoun incidence NSD D NSD 

 
Syntactic 
complexity 

 
Mean number of modifiers 
before noun phrase 

 
NSD 

 
I 

 
I 

 Noun phrase incidence 
score 

D D D 

 Sentence syntax similarity 
across all paragraphs 

D D D 

 
Situation 
model 

 
Incidence score for causal 
verbs, links, and particles 

 
D 

 
D 

 
D 

 Incidence of intentional 
actions, events, and 
particles 

D D D 

 Ration of causal particles to 
causal verbs 

I I NSD 

 Mean of tense and apect 
repetition scores 

NSD I NSD 

 
Referential 
cohesion  

 
Proportion of content words 
that overlap between 
adjacent sentences 

 
I 

 
I 

 
NSD 

 
Connectives 

 
Incidence of negative 
causal connectives 

 
I 

 
I 

 
NSD 

 
The greatest effect sizes (η2 > .35; Cohen, 1988) for differences between text levels were found, 
not with the cohesion features, but in the other textual features, in particular average words per 
sentences and total number of words in the text; syntactic complexity; syntactic syntax similarity; 
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and readability features. One causal cohesion index showed a medium effect size (η2 > .15 < .35). 
The smallest effect sizes were found with referential cohesion, connectives, and three situation 
model features. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
This study set out to explore the differentiation of cohesion features in ESL textbook reading 
passages across beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels. The results indicate that some 
features differ across textbooks, based on analysis of 162 reading passages. However, of the 24 
cohesion features included in the initial MANOVA only six were significant. The categories 
applied in the first MANOVA came from Coh-Metrix (see Appendix B), which included 
measures of referential cohesion, LSA (meaning-related connection across a text), connectives, 
and situation model. While our list of cohesion variables is not exhaustive, 18 of them did not 
differ significantly across the textbook levels. None of the LSA features varied across levels. 
This finding is in contrast to Crossley et al. (2012) who found that beginning level texts had a 
higher degree of global semantic similarity as they contained more repeated or known 
information compared to higher level texts which included more new information.  
 
Of the nine connectives features in our study only one type differed across levels, which was 
negative connectives; no significant difference was found with other very common types of 
connectors such as additive, temporal or logical connectives. It is possible that the quantity of 
connectives did not differ across levels while the sophistication or difficulty level did; for 
example, the positive additive connective “in addition” could appear in lower level texts while 
“moreover” might appear in higher level texts. Another cohesion feature with only one 
significant feature was referential cohesion, with the overlap of words across a sentences being 
different at the beginning level from intermediate or advanced. Commonly taught referential 
markers, such as anaphor reference, which includes pronouns, were not significantly different in 
reading passages across text levels. Lastly, in contrast to other cohesion categories, the situation 
model cohesion features included in our analysis were all significantly different (four of four) 
across textbook levels. In sum, our results found a handful of cohesion features were distinct 
across levels, but many were not. A general conclusion could be that this is not a feature that 
materials writers consider when writing reading passages for certain levels of students.  
 
Our results can be interpreted in light of prior characterizations of cohesion. Louwerse (2002) 
has suggested considering cohesion in terms of three parameters: type, polarity, and direction. 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) grouped cohesion by grammatical or lexical types. Of the six 
cohesion features in our study that were significantly different across textbook levels, five appear 
to fall in the grammatical category: negative causal connectives, causal cohesion, incidence of 
causal verbs and particles, and incidence of action events and particles. The remaining 
significant cohesion feature, content word overlap across adjacent sentences, falls into the lexical 
category. Thus, our study shows a grammatical trend in how ESL textbooks vary cohesion across 
levels. Another aspect of the type of cohesion features worth noting is the predominance of 
significant causal connection variables (four of the six), which suggests that material writers 
differentiate their use of causal connections across textbook level. This finding may connect to 
the research of Degand and Sanders (2002) who found causal connections were important for L2 
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readers’ comprehension. In terms of polarity (positive or negative), one significant cohesion 
variable in the study indicated a positive or negative relation–the incidence of negative causal 
connectives. The other polarity connectives were not significantly different across levels, 
indicating that this aspect of cohesion may not be considered in differentiating high and low 
level reading texts. The third parameter, directionality, was not captured by the measures used in 
our study. Using these categorizations reinforces that material writers are focusing on 
grammatical differences across text levels, at least in terms of using causal forms; this focus may 
include grammatical cohesion either intentionally or by default. However, lexical cohesion 
features are not being used in the same way, suggesting potential for more attention to this type 
of cohesion markers to distinguish reading levels. 
 
Our results indicated some pattern for the significant cohesion features between textbook levels, 
particularly in level-to-level comparisons and in terms of increasing or decreasing. For most of 
cohesion features in the study, the greatest difference occurred between the beginning level texts 
and the upper two levels. In other words, the reading passages classified as intermediate and 
advanced were more similar in terms of the cohesion features than either was with beginning 
reading passages. Three of the cohesion variables increased from beginning to intermediate and 
advanced texts. However, in other three cases the cohesion features decreased. The decreases 
were situation model features: incidence of causal verbs, links and particles as well as incidence 
of intentional actions, events, and particles. Beginning level texts had a higher number of causal 
lexical features including casual verbs and particles, and both beginning and intermediate level 
texts had a higher number of intentional actions, events and particles. According to the Coh-
Metrix online document (2013), cohesion suffers when the text has many causal verbs but few 
causal particles that signal how the events and actions are connected. Ratios in our study 
increased across levels, indicating that higher level texts had many causal verbs, but few causal 
particles compared to lower level texts. This demonstrates that beginning level texts had more 
causal particles, which could make them more cohesive.  
 
As cohesion was only minimally distinct across textbook levels in the 162 reading passages, we 
considered the impact of other textual features that might distinguish reading passages for 
different levels of readers. These features, sentence and text length differences and readability 
features, demonstrated significant difference across levels. These findings suggest that such 
features are primary in distinguishing reading passages across the three levels; material 
developers may use them to write level-appropriate materials. However, these features may have 
an indirect connection to cohesion. For example, previous research (Crossley, Greenfield, & 
McNamara, 2008; Graesser et al., 2004; O’Reilly & McNamara, 2007) states the importance of 
readability features in understanding cohesion level of the texts. In fact, there is often a reverse 
relation between cohesion and traditional measures of readability such as grade level and reading 
ease (Graesser et al., 2004; O’Reilly & McNamara, 2007). Traditional measures of text difficulty 
rely on sentence length—the shorter the sentence length, the easier the text. Thus, increasing 
cohesion typically results in an increase in sentence length and therefore increases text difficulty. 
In our study, while reading level increased with textbook level from beginning to advanced, 
reading ease decreased across the texts suggesting that advanced level texts should be more 
cohesive. However, text length alone is not a valid indicator to understand the cohesion level of 
the text.  
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From the syntactic perspective, beginning level texts contained a higher level of structural 
similarity across paragraphs and an increase in the number of noun phrases but a decreased 
number of modifiers before noun phrases. Our results showed that the syntax in the lower level 
texts tended toward shorter sentences with few modifiers before noun phrases and duplicated 
noun phrases. Previous research (Siddharthan, 2006) shows that simplifying a text syntactically, 
especially for relative clauses and appositives, results in the duplication of noun phrases thus 
may increase the number of noun phrases in lower level texts. “Syntactic transformations can 
also change the grammatical function of noun phrases and alter the order in which they are 
introduced into the discourse. This can result in an altered attentional state at various points in 
the discourse” (Siddharthan, 2006, p. 101). Thus, the syntax transformation at lower levels could 
disrupt the flow and cohesiveness of a reading.  
 
The results of our study can be considered in light of implications for textbook development, and 
further research. In general, our study suggests that cohesion needs more attention in textbook 
and materials development. The largest effects in terms of differences across textbook levels 
were found with text features that only indirectly contribute to cohesion such as word count, 
words per sentence, syntactic similarity, and readability. These features are related to text 
difficulty, which does impact comprehension. Difficulty has been identified in other studies as 
differentiating authentic and inauthentic reading passages (Crossley et al., 2007; Crossley & 
McNamara, 2008). However, research has also pointed to the impact of cohesion on L2 reading 
(Bilki, 2014; Degand & Sanders, 2002; Horiba, 2000; Jonz, 1987). Therefore, cohesion could be 
employed by material writers to distinguish features between levels. The finding that cohesion 
was more detectable at lower levels than between intermediate and advanced suggests that 
textbook authors are possibly attending to cohesion as a way to distinguish levels in reading 
passages for lower proficiency readers. However, more differentiation of cohesion could be done 
at intermediate and advanced levels. In addition, many of the cohesion devices included in the 
initial screening of the study were not significant; many of these could be considered when 
writing texts at different levels.  
 
Considering cohesion within the difficulty or level distinction formula has potential; in other 
words, how does cohesion increase or decrease the ease of reading in a L2? Clearly, more 
research is needed to answer this question and to make critical decisions in materials 
development. Research can also delve further into this topic by reporting on how teachers use 
reading passages and cohesion in teaching L2 readers. Our study serves as a baseline on what 
appears in currently published and commonly used textbooks, which is simply a starting point 
for discussion and innovation. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The findings from this study are only a piece of the larger puzzle about L2 reading and cohesion. 
Thus far, the focus in L2 learners and cohesion has been mostly on writing, not reading. 
However, based on the results of our study, it seems that through ESL reading textbooks, 
students are exposed early to textual features that contribute to cohesion in reading passages. In 
some cases, this exposure continues through the advanced levels, in others it diminishes. 
Cohesion differences across levels are more grammatical than lexical and seem to be related 
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causal connectedness. In many cases, the amount of cohesion changes little from beginning 
levels to advanced levels, suggesting that this feature may be under utilized in textbook writing 
as a feature to differentiate levels of reading. Studies of readers’ processes will help illuminate 
how students use cohesive features at the different levels, which might further inform materials 
developers and teachers whether the patterns we found in our study are the best way to introduce 
students to cohesion or if different approaches would be more conducive to learning. 
 
Several limitations of our study could be incorporated into future research to improve the 
understanding of cohesion in reading and reading textbooks. First of all, the level designation 
adopted in our study originated from the textbook publishers. The divisions of beginning, 
intermediate, and advanced are not uniform in the field; therefore, these levels might not be 
consistent across textbooks. How publishers designate levels is an important and practical 
question to attend to. Secondly, our study was exploratory, and therefore, somewhat modest in 
scope. However, further investigation would benefit from a larger data set that could include 
different genres of texts and more passages at each level. Lastly, as was alluded to earlier in the 
discussion, the analysis in our study centered on quantity of cohesion features. More work should 
be carried out to explore qualitative shifts across levels in terms of cohesion sophistication or 
variety.  
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Appendix B 
 
All cohesion-related variables considered in preliminary ANOVA 
 
*denotes cohesion-related variables that were significant at the p < .005 level 
 
Referential cohesion 
Argument overlap 
Stem overlap 
Content word overlap adjacent sentences* 
Anaphor reference all distances unweighted 
Anaphor reference adjacent unweighted 
Argument overlap all distances 
Argument overlap adjacent 
 
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 
LSA sentences 
LSA paragraph to paragraph 
LSA sentences all combinations mean 
LSA sentence to sentence adjacent mean 
 
Connectives 
Connectives all 
Incidence of negative logical operators 
Incidence of positive logical operators 
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Incidence of negative additive connectives 
Incidence of negative causal connectives* 
Incidence of negative temporal connectives 
Incidence of positive additive connectives 
Incidence of positive causal connectives 
Incidence of positive temporal connectives 
 
Situation Model 
Causal cohesion* 
Incidence of causal verbs and particles* 
Incidence of intentional action events and particles* 
Mean of tense and aspect repetition scores  
 
 
Appendix C 
 
Descriptive statistics for 18 variables across textbook levels 
 

Variable 
category Variable 

# of 
texts 

Level 1 
Mean 
(SD) 

Level 2 
Mean 
(SD) 

Level 3 
Mean 
(SD) 

Referential 
cohesion 

Proportion of content words 
that overlap between adjacent 
sentences 162 

0.13 
(0.05) 

0.11 
(0.04) 

0.10 
(0.03) 

Connectives 
Incidence of negative causal 
connectives 162 

0.07 
(0.54) 

0.67 
(1.24) 

1.06 
(1.26) 

Situation 
model 

Ratio of causal particles to 
causal verbs 162 

0.43 
(0.17) 

0.60 
(0.30) 

0.71 
(0.28) 

 

Incidence of causal verbs and 
particles 162 

72.40 
(16.54) 

63.99 
(12.54) 

59.66 
(10.63) 

 

Incidence of intentional action 
events and particles 162 

31.86 
(13.25) 

22.23 
(8.66) 

17.98 
(8.35) 

 

Mean of tense and aspect 
repetition scores 162 

0.86 
(.07) 

0.83 
(0.09) 

0.81 
(0.06) 

Syntactic 
similarity 

Sentence similarity across all 
paragraphs 162 

0.14 
(0.03) 

0.11 
(0.02) 

0.09 
(0.02) 

Syntactic 
complexity 

Mean number of modifiers per 
noun-phrase 162 

0.77 
(0.15) 

0.81 
(0.14) 

0.88 
(0.14) 

 
Noun phrase incidence score 162 

317.39 
(21.93) 

296.93 
(22.10) 

280.35 
(17.19) 

Descriptive Average words per sentence 162 
11.23 
(2.15) 

14.38 
(2.06) 

17.11 
(2.93) 

 
Number of words 162 

306.24 
(95.22) 

599.80 
(248.49) 

824.48 
(379.78) 

 

Average word frequency for 
all words 162 

2.40 
(0.14) 

2.32 
(0.15) 

2.25 
(0.13) 
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Average minimum word 
frequency-in-sentences 162 

122.04 
(240.24) 

62.50 
(115.18) 

93.74 
(389.20) 

 

Person pronoun incidence 
score 162 

69.49 
(30.70) 

58.52 
(29.32) 

48.84 
(24.05) 

Readability Flesch Kincaid Grade Level 162 
5.52 

(1.53) 
7.55 

(1.75) 
9.52 

(1.69) 

  Flesch Reading Ease Score 162 
75.51 
(8.65) 

66.45 
(10.75) 

56.60 
(9.87) 
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